
 

PRESS RELEASE 
Terra Luna Park to honor the Space Race to the Moon 

Park will feature a statue, lunar beacon, monoliths and interactive technology. 

Marion, IA, October 22, 2015:  The Terra Luna Foundation, a nonprofit organization, announces the launch 

of Terra Luna Park (www.terralunapark.org). Terra Luna Park is a monument designed to commemorate the 

efforts and accomplishments of the nearly one million people who collectively worked on the manned 

lunar programs of the United States and Soviet Union in the 1960s and 1970s. 

“As the 50th anniversary of Apollo 11 approaches, the men and women who worked so diligently and 

sacrificed so much to Project Apollo need to be recognized and honored. This extends to their Russian 

counterparts who gave the same effort in their program but were required to do it under a cloak of 

secrecy. Terra Luna Park was created to provide that recognition.” says Foundation President Doug Smith. 

Highlights of Terra Luna Park include: 

The Walls of Monoliths: The two black granite walls have mission information and logos along with 

quotes describing each mission’s impact on society. The Walls of Monoliths also contain eternal 

flames to honor fallen spacemen who sacrificed their lives for their countries. Between the black 

walls are clear crystal walls with laser etched spacecraft inside of them.  

 

The back of the walls feature etched artwork depicting the Moon Race. Below the Walls of 

Monoliths are small cascading waterfalls with its water supplied by reflecting pools and fountains 

located behind the walls.  

 

The Terra Luna Statue: The statue consists of an astronaut and cosmonaut standing on a base in 

the shape of the Earth with a water basin. The spacemen are holding a flag of their nation in one 
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hand with the other hand holding up the Lunar Beacon. 

 

The beacon contains a laser or a radio transmitter which points to one of two reflective mirrors left 

on the lunar surface by their respective countries (Apollo and Lunokhod). The reflected laser beam 

or radio signal returns to the beacon and triggers LED arrays contained inside the sphere causing it 

to illuminate the park. 

 

Interactive Technology: Terra Luna Park goes beyond being a physical monument. The park plans 

to utilize the latest Augmented Reality (AR) technology to provide visitors with an interactive, 

engaging and educational experience through a free downloadable AR application on their 

mobile devices.  

 

By using the mobile device’s camera, the AR application is designed to recognize the aspect of 

the park being focused on and deliver relevant information (video, interactive 3D models, 

documentaries, etc.) to the device. 

The Terra Luna Foundation has launched its first fundraising campaign through Kickstarter. This initial effort’s goal is 

to raise $6,500 to commission a feasibility/cost study of the park. “We are looking at various space museums as a 

potential home for Terra Luna Park. The cost study is one of the elements we believe will be necessary in order to 

gain a partnership with a top-tier facility.” says Smith. 

The Foundation’s Kickstarter page can be reached through the Terra Luna Park website at: 

http://www.terralunapark.org. 

_______________________________________________ 

About The Terra Luna Foundation: Headquartered in Marion, Iowa, The Terra Luna Foundation is a nonprofit 

organization created for the sole purpose of generating the resources necessary for the planning, 

development, construction and maintenance of Terra Luna Park. More information on Terra Luna Park can 

be found at: http://www.terralunapark.org. 
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